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A. BACKGROUND FOR UAV RESEARCH 
The modem battlefield has increasingly progressE'd towaxds the use of automated 
systems and remotely controlled devices to perform a variety of missions. From 
surveillance to weapons delivery and bomb damage a:uessment. the human operator 
is being removed from the dired danger of a hofttHe environment and placed in 
a position of evaluating dat.a received via RF or fiber optic link. The direct and 
obvious benefits of such an arrangement are the reduced risk to the operator and the 
reduced cost of the unmanned sensor platform as compared to traditional manned 
platforms. The state-of-the-art technology in unmanned aerial vehicle development 
has demonslrlltt'd the capability of flight out to ranges of 500 nm and endurances 
exceeding 24 hours. Combined with the ability to carry a variety of sensor suites, 
these platforms represent the future in airborne data acquisition for hoth military 
and ciyilian applications. 
In ~llpport of these technological developments the Unmanned Air Vehicle Flight 
Research Lab (UAV FRL) at the Naval Postgraduate School has heen investigating 
several unmanned aerial vehicles as technology demonstrators. The AROO UAV is a 
vertical take-off and landing platform. Vertical flight is accomplished with a powerful 
ducted fan producing enough thrust to lift the aircraft. Current proposals have 
the AROO working; in conjunction with unmanned surface and subsurface vehicles 
providing additional remote sensing capabilities and data link services between the 
operator and the surface vehicles. The ARGO is an inherently unstable platform 
and is subject to gyroscopic coupling and torque effects during the productiun of 
l' 
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lifting thrust. Extensive modeling and simulation of this vehicle was previously 
accomplished by Sivashankar and Moats [Ref. 1,2] in separate work at the UAV FRL. 
This work validated the dynamically unstable nature of the AROD and provided the 
motivation for the second UAV project currently under development at the UAV 
FRL. 
The Bluebird aircraft was acquired as a test bed for guidance and navigation 
systems. It is s.imilar in appearance to a scaled down Cessna 172. It's physical 
characteristics are given in Table 1.1. Its conventional high-wing configuration makes 
for a stable aircraft. This provides the ideal platform for testing guidance, navigation, 
and control software and hardware before installation on the AROD. As with the 
AROD. the Bluebird has been extensively modeled [Ref. 3, 4], the results of which 
will be covered in Chapter III. 
B. OVERVIEW 
This thesis fulfills a twofold purpose. First, to provide for the autonomous con-
trol of the Bluebird UAV, a controller is designed ba5ed on Linear Quadratic Regula-
tor Theory and using the 'lqr' and 'regulator' functions of MATLAB and MATRIXx . 
This design will allow the remote operator to control the vehicle's altitude, true air· 
speed, and heading, while limiting the response to commanded inputs to within the 
vehicles dynamic operating envelope. This stable control provides the capability to 
test a variety of avionics systems through a range of dynamic maneuvers that would 
not be possible in tethered flight. It also provides for a more stable control than in the 
case of direct RF control by a human operator. Second, this work will provide a link 
from the courses in classical and modern control theory at the Naval Postgraduate 
School to the implementation of these concepts using state-of-the-art software tools 
such as MATLAB and MATRIXx . The ultimate goal is the integration of the model-
ing of the airborne platform and sensors, controller design, and hardware-in-the-Ioop 
testing of the design on the chosen platform. 
These objectives were achieved in a multi-step process described in tbis thesis. 
This description begins with a summary of the development of the nonlinear equations 
of motion of a rigid body in space that is subjected to external forces and moments. 
The formulation of these equations has been the subject of much st.udy at the DAY 
FRL [Ref. 3,4]. For this reason only the significant results will be examined as an 
aid in understanding the development of the aircraft models (Chapter II). 
Following this step, the equations of motion are encoded to form the core of a 
high fidelity nonlinear block diagram model of the aircraft dynamics in SIMULINK and 
SystemBuild. These computer codes have been previously developed and validated 
independently [Ref. 4, 5] in the .m file format of MATLAB-SIMtiLINK and as C-
code. To model disturbances induced during flight through a moving air mass and 
to calculate the aircraft true airspeed, this work modified these computer codes to 
include wind inputs in the inertial x, y, and z coordinate directions. 
To better determine control system requirements an open-loop analysis of the 
aircraft model was done as follows: 
• The nonlinear model was trimmed about a nominal operating point around 
which the dynamic response to small perturbations could be analyzed. 
• The model was then linearized around the trim point to obtain a linear model. 
• The eigenvalues of the linear plant were determined and the natural frequency 
and damping of the different modes were analyzed . 
. From this data controller requirements were established, determining desired band-
withs for response to command and control inputs versus the actual open-loop plant 
responses (Chapter III). 
These requirements provide the basis evaluating the feedback controller obtained 
using the linear quadratic regulator algorithms of MATLAB and MATRIXx . The 
controller design was based upon linear quadratic regulator theory. To allow for a 
better understanding of the algorithms used to calculate the controller, the main 
points of this theory are reviewed. The controller design proceeds using the following 
steps: 
• The control synthesis model is developed. In this model the states to be con-
trolled and actuators to accomplish this control are included. 
• The control gains are calculated using the appropriate MATLAB and MATRIXx 
algorithms. In these calculations a cost junction, which includes weighting 
factors, is used to modify the energy penalty incurred in responding to the 
various control and command inputs. 
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• ~R is the rotation matrix from the body to the inertial coordinate system . 
• S( A) is the rotation matrix that takes the body angular rates to the Euler 
angular rates. 
III. OPEN-LOOP ANALYSIS 
In order to design a controller which stabilizes the feedback system for the 
Bluebird U AV it is necessary to analyze th€' open-loop characteristics of the aircraft 
model. Before this analysis takes place, the differential equations of motion must be 
modeled using such tools as SIMULINK or SystemBuild or encoded in a form that 
graphical software applications such as these can use. Work by Halberg [Ref. 4] 
and Byerly [Ref. 5] have developed such codes in the .m file format of MATLAB and 
as a C - codE file in the User Code Block format of MATRlXx. To account for 
the motion of the aerodynamic body through a moving airmass, the C - code was 
modified to allow for the input of wind disturbances in the three inertial coordinate 
directions. The.m file allows for airmass disturbances and no modifications were 
nec~. The wdf.!:$ are shown in Appendix A. Using these codes as the core, both 
SrMuLIKK and Syst,emBuild block diagram models were developed to represent the 
dynamic aircraft model. Using data for the Cessna 172 aircraft from Roskam [Ref. 
6] both the models were validated by comparing eigenvalues for the open-loop plant. 
t:sing these models the open-loop analysis proceeded. This analysis provided data 
on the damping and frequencies of the different aircraft modes. Additionally, the 
time history of the aircraft states was obtained and plotted to provide a visual clue 
to the open-loop aircraft performance. Using this data, control requirements were 
derived and controller design accomplished. 
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v. CONTROLLER IMPLEMENTATION AND 
TESTING 
The previous chapter detailed the design and analysis of the linear controller. 
The next step is to implement the controller with the aircraft block diagram model 
and subject the feedback system to external commands and disturbances. The soft-
ware packages of MAT LAB and MATRIXx each offer graphical design tools. Snn'LINK 
and SystemBuild respectively. in which to implement the controller. The MATLAB 
/ SIMULINK combination offers the advantage of familiarity. It is the standard engi-
neering software for the Aeronautics and Astronautics Department at the I\ayaJ Post-
graduate School. The nonlinear equations of motion for a vehicle moving through 
three-dimensional space han' been well developed in the .m file format of MATLAB 
[Ref. 3,41 and SIMULINK allows for the easy implementation of these user defined fun-
tions into the block diagrams representing the aircraft plant. The major disadyantage 
is the inability to generate autocode. The MATRIXx I SystemBuild combination 
allows the user to automatically generate C-code from the system block diagram. 
This computer code can then be run on any number of digital computers tbat are 
currently available. Tbe disadvantage of using this software is that it is not as widely 
used and therefore not as familiar as MATLAB. 
As noted above, each software package and its associated graphical design ap-
plication have their advantages and disadvantages. For this reason the controller wa.s 
first implemented using SIMULlNK. This implementation was accomplished in four 
steps: 
• Linear controller with the linear plant. initial condit.ions equal to zero. 
• Differential controller with the linear plant, initial conditions equal to zero. 
• Differential controller with the nonlinear plant, intial conditions equal to the 
trim states. 
• Discretize the differential controller and nonlinear plant to be compatible with 
a digital control computer. 
Once the aircraft/controller model was verified, the complementary model was de· 
veloped using SystemBuild and verified once again. Then the SystemBuiJd model 
was discretized and autocode generated. 
A. CONTROLLER STRUCTURE 
The optimal control gain, K, was obtained using the 'lqr' algorithm of MATLAB. 
This algorithm used a linearized model of the synthesis model as part of its input 
variables. These synthesis models used integrators to develop the integral error be-
tween the actual state and the commanded state. Thus the control gain can be 
separated into proportional and integral gain matrices and the controller must have 
both proportional and integral error portions. The proportional part assumes all the 
state variables are measurable. These variables are then used for state feedback. 
The integral portion consists of integrators on the error signal generated between 
the actual state and and the commanded state. The state space equations of the 
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in the calculatlOlls of the vehidf' ~btes 
• The inf'rtial vf'locitie~ arc then ~UImr)Cd with the wind vclocil) tOlllPOllCllb aud 
tile magnitude of thcir YcctOT sum i~ oeterminpd by 
wherC'. and 11', are tllf' wind component'i in the thref'inf'Ttiai directions. 
Tlli< c(lkul,.tiuil i ... ~h<'H'll ill the Tcn' block of Figure 3.2 and ill tlH:' bloC]; 'TAS 
C.\LC" of Figurc :3.3. Th(' inertIal wIant)". u. is thf'n Tf'pla("f'd b! TAS to ddermilw 
the yelocity error. The actual controller implementation remains the same as 5howli 
in Figuw S 3. Tlw dU~<"l1 loup pldJlt t,tl ... eo the [orlll dS "llO\\il Jlj Fignff' ·5A. wllf'l"f' t 1](" 
block 'EO\I/wind' fontain" tilt' implementatIOn of the nonlmcar cqu,ttiolh uf lIlotiun 
.,limni in FigUff' 3.:2 
E. DISCRETE CONTROLLER IN SnrnrXK AND Systcm-
Build 
hOIll tlw 01ltSf't. t.hf' (ontrollf'r df'sigTlf'd ill this tliPois \\d" intended to oppratp 
on a digital flight control computer. For this reason the delta analog rontrollpT froTll 
tllP prf'fPpcimg ~f'rti011 mll~t hf' oil'("]"pti7.f'd. Thi~ pIOn in\'ol\"('~ implementing the 
tOlltroller ill lhe discrete slate-space form givell oy: 
(.').3) 
wllPrp, 
Figure 5.4: Delta Control Nonlinear Plant 
• AT is the sampling interval. 
[ TAS 1 • Yl = ~ ,is the vector of actual outputs. 
• y, ~ [T ~!, l' i, the "dm of oomm=ded output" 
• Y2/o the complete vector of sta.te outputs. 
The sampling interval of O.lsec was chosen to be greater than twice the high, 
est modal frequency of the uncontrolled plant as shown in Table 4.1. This ratt;' will 
3'· 
provide for complete recovery of the analog signal, as per the Nyquist Sampling The-
orem([Ref. 11]), and is well within the capabilities of the available digital computers. 
Additional modifications included discretizing the differentiators on each state 
and the integrators on each control signal just prior to the controller output. The 




Figure 5.5: Discrete Difi"erentiator &. Integrator 
The final modification results from the fact that the use of a digital control 
induces some time delay in the system. To model this effect a zero-order hold is added 
to the output of the discrete integrator. This block effectively holds the control signal 
for the length of the sampling interval until the next update of the control signal is 
transmitted. Therefore a piecewise continuous control signal is fed to the continuous 
time nonlinear model of the aircraft dynamics. 
The complete discrete controller is detailed in Figure 5.6. It is implemented with 
the nonlinear model in the same fashion as was the differential controller, shown in 
Figure 5.4. 
Figure 5.6: SIMULINK Discrete Control Model 
Once the SIMULINK modeled was validated, the discrete controller-nonlinear 
plant system was developed in SystemBuild. The discrete longitudinal and lateral 
controllers are shown in Figures 5.7,5.8. The differentiators and integrat.ors are 
implemented as feedforward and feedback loops respectively. The result is the same 
as for the SIMULINK implementation shown in Figure 5.5. The blocks incorporating 
the integral gains, also contain the sampling interval. The resulting output executes 
the algebraic expression, 
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Figure 5.7: SystemBuild Discrete Longitudinal Control Model 
The blocks entitled 'discJon' and 'discJat' complete the discrete controller calcula-
tion by executing the expression, 
The complete dosed-loop model implemented in SystemBuild is shown in Figure 5.9. 
F. MODEL VERIFICATION 
To verify the stability and performance of the closed-loop system, the model 
was subjected to a variety of command and control inputs and external disturbances. 
The state outputs were then evaluated for stability, steady state error, rise time, and 
overshoot. This process was accomplished at each step of the cont.rol implementation 
Figure 5.8: SystemBuild Discrete Lateral Control Model 
process and was the prerequisite for continuation to the next step. Results of the 
final closed-loop time history performance are shown in Appendix C. 
The initialization period of about 10 sees was a result of being unable to set 
initial conditions in the discrete integrators in the SIMULINK model. There was 
no such problem when implementing the integrators in SystemBuild. Commanded 
inputs and disturbances were introduced at the following intervals and magnitudes, 
• Commanded TAS increase of 10 ft/see at time 20 sees. 
• Commanded a.ltitude deacrea.se of 50 feet at time 40 sees. 
• Commanded heading change of 90 degrees at time 60 sees. 
• Input a headwind of 10 £t/see at time 80 sees and removed it at time 100 sees. 
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Figure 5.9: SystemBuild Discrete Control Model 
As the plots of Appendix D show, the controller tracks heading (bottom plot of 
Figure D.3), altitude (top plot of Figure DA), and TAS (bottom plot of Figure 
DA) with zero steady state error, The feedback system is stable and handles the 
large magnitude heading change by limiting the angle of bank to a maximum of 30 
degrees. This limiting was achieved setting the rate limiter on the heading command 
to +/ -0.2536 rad/sec (approximately 14 degrees/sec). This value was determined by 
examining the dynamics of an aircraft in steady, level, turning flight. The following 
relationships are obtained, 
L .. coscp 





• L = lift 
• W = mg = weight 
• IjJ = bank angle 
• R = turn radius 
• V=TAS 




From the kinematics of a rotating body, the expression for the angular rate (which 
is also the turn rate) is gi\'en by~) = VIR. Substituting for R in this expression, 
. g*ianrjJ 
,,~-V- (5 .. 5) 
To obtain the maximum turn rate, and thus the bounds for the rate limiter, it is 
necessary only to choose the maximum bank angle and substitute into Equation 5.5. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. CONCLUSIONS 
The design process and tools investigated in this thesis allow the designer to 
obtain the optimal controller, model the closed-loop plant/controller system, and 
evaluate the controller's performance using a computer workstation. The benefits of 
such a procE1SS are numerous: 
• Optimal controllf'fs can be designed, evaluated, and modified quickly and easily. 
Simply by adjusting the weighting matrices of the cost function, the designer 
can obtain any desired system response. 
• Incorporated with a high fidelity model of the aircraft dynamics, the controller 
can be validated throughout a variety of flight regimes. This process proves to 
be cost effecti'-e and obtains a level of safety not achievable in actual flight test. 
• Softwar", tools such as MATRIXx and its graphical design application, Sys. 
temBuild, provide the added benefit of automatically generating the computer 
code required for operational digital flight control systems. The costly and 
time consuming process of generating the thousands of lines of codes required 
by these systems is reduced to development of a block diagram and the click of 
a mouse button. 
B. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based upon the conclusions and experience gained during this research project, 
the following recommendations are made: 
• The MATRIXx I SystemBuild software design package should become an inie· 
gral element of the Avionics curriculum at the Naval Postgraduate School. The 
ability t.o generate real-time C-code makes this combination second to none in 
the area of system simulation and control design. 
• llsing the autoeode generated from the discrete Syst<;'mBllild dosed-loop SYb-
tern, hardwan~-in-the-loop testing of the Bluebird controiler should be aCCOffi-
plished. 
• Incorporale sensor and Kalman Filter models into the Syst.emDuild block dia-
gram. These models have been devf'Joped using SIMULlr\K . [Ref. 4J. and must. 
be developed for the SystemBnild model to provide a complete model 
• Currently Sy~temBuild has no block diagram available to model rate limiters 
for the commanded state inputs. These are nece$Sary becau~e the commands 
are usually modeled as step inputs. For large step changes in thc commanded 
states, the controller will employ large control deflections to reach the desirFd 
state. In SOlne instances, this response can be outside the vehicle's dynamic op-
erating enw"lope. Rate limiters employed in the SIMlTLIl\K models have shown 
the capability to limit roll angle, longitudinal acceleration, and vertical accel-




CODED EQU ATIONS OF MOTION 
A. STATE_DERIV.M 
fu nction aced = ,tate_deriv(x) 
euler angles] 
% get the aircraft data 
[ uO,wO,rho,Cfx,Cfo,Cfu,Cfxdot ,s,b,c,m,Pe,To,Ib] = blue_data; 
% ~cpcrdte the comoi!l('(i vector iJllo sepcrate elements 
o/c%%%%% calcu late total veloci ty, vt 
vt = (ias(1)/\ 2 + ias(2)J\ 2 + ias(3)/\ 2) /\ .5; 
40 
% calculate qbar 
qbar = .5* rhO* (vtA 2); 
% calculateMl 
Ml = diag([ l/vt, I/vt, l/vt, (.5'" b)/vt, (.5* c)/vt, (.5* bl/vtJ ), 
% calcuiateM2 
M2 ~ d' .. 11 0, 0,1.5' e)/lvtA 2), 0, 0, 01 ); 
9ft calculate Sprime 
Sprime = diag([ -1,1, -1, b, c, h] * s); 
% calculate Mu 
Mu = inver eye(3)* m,zeros(3),zeros(3),Ib] ); 
<yf calculate Tw2b 
alpha = state(3)/vt; 
beta = state(2l/vt; 
Tl = [cos~alpha), 0, -sin(alpha); 0,],0; sin(aJpha), 0, cos{alphal] : 
f~2b ~rTble",t¥2:s~~r~s(~)~'z~;r~~(W,e~h ~2\~eta), 0; 0,0,1] ; 
% calculate Chi 
Chi = eye(6) - Mu* Tw2b* qbar* SprimM Cfxdot", M2; 
% calculate Propulsion matrix 
Prop = r eye(3); 
0,.P'(3)''''f'l; 
P;;IJi~p~~)~Oi ; 
% calculate gravity vector and rotation matrix 
Rot = [ 1, 0, -sin(lambda(2»; 
~: :~~7I.:~~~Nlj. ~o;s(t~t~~fdlr* s~~~~bbtt;~tljh ; 
Ru2h = ! Rot;zeros(3)] ; 
g ~ 10; 0; 32.1741 ; 
FgU = m'" &; 
% put the components due to gravity, thrust; and control surface defiections 
% together for their contribution to x-dot 
thrust = Prop'" To'" dtrt; 
gravity = Ru2b", FgU; 
ctrl=qbar* (Tw2b* (Sprime* (Cro + (Cfu* u)))); 
xdotu=(Mu* (ctrl+thrust+gravity»; 
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% calculate rotation matrix 
~~J~~ ~i~~(ib))~e~~~s:;~~51h)tte(6),O,-state(4);-state(5),state(4),O] ; 
Rot = [ -omegax, zeros(3); zeros(3), wxIb] ; 
% rotation component of xdot (w X v) 
xdotrot = Rot* state; 
% state vector feedback component xdot 
xdotdx =qbar* (Mu* (Tw2b* (Sprime* (Cfx* (Mh statel))))); 
% add three components of xdot together and premult by inv(Chi) 
xdot= inv(Cbi)* (xdotrot+xdotdx+xdotu); 
% calc accel that a strap-down IMU would measure 
xdotb=xdot-xdotrot-Ru2b* gj 
% put together for the return vector 
%accel=[ xdotb(1);xdotb(2);xdotb(3);xdot] ; 
%9t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% return xdot only 
accd=xdot; 
(. Aircraft Equations of Motion: by Jim Byerly 
Revision 1.1: by Brian T. Foley 
---------------------------.j 
~~1~iA~~g §~S~~~SiN'b~:4Sant~CJl~~~~~~~~~~O 
Unpublished Work. All Rights Reserved Under The U.S. Copyright Act, 
RESTRICTED RIGHTS NOTICE: Use, Reproduction Or Disclosure Is 
Subject To Restrictions Set Forth In The Rights In The 
~:~~:?~~vt~!~f:&~~:~ X;=y~t i!:;J;t~~~s~3 And The 
j. 
I This template is provided to let users write their own C Code blocks to implement User Code Blocks. See the UCB chapter 
in your SystemBuild manual for further information. 
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/ * Aircrafi Equations of ~ l ot ion * / 
/ .. Subroutim'S • / 
!~ Extefllatmatrices" J 




I System Build User Code Function Block Template 
I ffofo[ OJ ( 0 , EnO>' Return 
Index Error ~Iessage [ - --- --







state vector. If the UCB is in a discrete Super-
block, xdot repn':$ents xnext, the value of x at 
the next sample time. 
output vector, dimensioned numbcr of outputs (ny) 
general vector of real double precision parameter 
(double precision R* 8), to be initialized in 
MATRIXx and passed to the UCB. Nr is requested in 
the SystemBuild Block form of the UCB as 'dimension 
of RPAR'and passed to the UCB as iinfo[ 9] . 
general vedor of integer (h 4) parameters to be 
initialized in MATRIXx and p~sed to the [CB. Ni 
is requested as 'dimension of IPAR'in the block 
form of the UCB in SystemBuild, and pas~ed t.o the 
UCB as iinfo[ 8] . 
+ + 




int init, state, output, messg~ 
doublc time. tsamp. tskew; 
(' Ent" u-",-,-v~-i.b-Ie-d-e-d.-,,-t-ioo-,------+ 
==============================================* 
double vbo[ 3] , who[ 3] , lambda[ 3] , delu[ 3] , delt. phi, theta, psi; 
~~~~:: ~~~f_~~!:n'] r~r: :ir;i [[6i], '~?i~rJ[6Jl[[6J]', ~hFrr~r[~f]. [6] ; 
double chiinv[ 6] [61, inv.mertia l 3] 13] ,wcv[ 3] ,iwci[ 3] ,fvwobI6] ; 
double wghtt 31 ' frav[ 6] , deLvw] 6 ,faero[ 6] , fcntl[ 6] , vwnewt 6] ; ~~~~:~ ~~;1[~][,3tn't;~t~r[ ~l ; ~~;;5[3J/3li'n~~~1i~d;y, windz; 
double a, b, Cj 
double wt = 55.0, rho = .0023769, warea = 22.38, span = 12.42; 
double chord = 1.802, gray = 32.174, TO = 15.0, VO = 73,3, alphO = 0.0; 
double dx[ 6] [ 6] , du[ 6] [ 3] , dx..dot[ 6] [ 6] , dO[ 6] . inertial 3] [3] ; 
int i,j, nj 
[ 
{* The following six lines of code are not to be modifi!d. I 
==========================================:===* 
init ~ (iinfoll) '~Ol; 
state = (iinfo 2 !=O; 
output = (iinfo 3 t=O); 




I*" deflne i:ti nan delta t / 
/* Zeroi~e 
for (i=Oj i( G: i-:...+) 
{ 
for U=Oj G: j++ -', 
{ 
} 
dO' i~ -,--- 0.0: 
Iii ~ 
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~ nO\Y" (nu, ('']"11. ('J (I (10, ('!lI(I, ('ILII 
;:f~;: ~j oc ~;.~~l 
\:1·' 
,'" Budd S Bdl \1,;:rl,,, " 
,i!Ji-
~I il 
/* Bllild m-prifllf' matrix", ! 
'IO\~ rna", , .1 = mass; 
s 2 = 
~ ,) -
5 -+ = 
s .:i = 
1" 

1* Compute lim'«! 
nl_Inu]t-.661(chiiIlV. tl1lpi, vWllew); 
/ ~ C()]Tlput,e euler angle derjvatiyes * / 
01' I 0" ~ o 1 = 
: 16 ~ I I" = il 6,: 2 Ii = 
2 121 = 
j-t Set up outpui 
fell 
,I ~ Elid of lllflin program .. ! 
,1 
accelerations * / 
APPENDIX B 
OPEN-LOOP PLANT 
A. OPEN LOOP PLA'lT 
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B. OPEN-LOOP STEP RESPONSE PI,OTS 
'I tlw i)(}j'(J!ll,1 01 FI~IIlt" n:\ 
FigurE' B.l: OPf'll loop Inertial \,plocity. l' 
--I ~cV"I~I", t,lt Vir 1,'\1') If'!'"" v " \! (tV" I 
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o/c This file plots bode diagrams and step responses for the lqr 
%controller calculated . 
load lin16 
[aiat,bJat,aion,blonj =latlonl(a); 
o/i%%Computt' longitudinal oontroller%~% 
[as.hs,cs.dsJ =linmod('blue_ 5YO_ Jon'); 











bode(as·h2* k,b2,k(2,:),[ a 0] ,2) 
title('thr crnd loop') 
pause 
%compute command bode dia~rams and step responses. 
~~:l~~~t::; ~~~c;s~):),l 0 0] , ) 
pause 
bode(as-b2* k,hl,d(l,;),[ 0 0] ,2) 
title{'z crnd loop') 
57" 
pause 
~!~l~(~t:;: ~~~~~!;:)),[ 0 0] ,1) 
pause 
bode(as-b2* k,b1,cl(2,:),[ 0 0] ,1) 
title('u cmd loop') 
pause 
%%%Compute lateral controller%%% 
[ as_ lat,bs_lat,cs_ lat,ds_ lat] =linrnod('blue_ syn_lat'); 
r_Iat=7000; 
q_lat=25; 
~~= 1:~~~:= ::~t~:~}; 
cLlat=as_latO,:); 






1Ji(compute control bode diagrams 
bode(as_lat-b2_lah k_lat,b2_lat,k_lat,O} 
title('aileron cmd loop') 
pause 
%cornpute command bode diagrams and step responses. 
~~~1~1~t~~a1-:a2di~~t:e~~~~~;~_lat,cI_lat,O) 
pause 
bode(as_lat-b2_lat* k_lat,bL lat,cL lat,O) 
title('heading crnd loop') 
pause 
B. OPTIMAL GAINS 
The .m file shown in the previous section caludated the optimal gains under the 
assumption of zero coupling between the longitudinal and lateral states. The results 
included a 2x7 matrix for the longitudinal gains and a Ix7 vector for the lateral gains. 
These gains were then split into proportional and integral error parts for use in the 
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C. CLOSED-LOOP FREQUENCY AND STEP RESPONSES 
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Figure C.l: Elevator Control Loop 













Figure C.3: Step Altitude Command 
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Figure C.S: Step Airspeed Command 
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Figure C.S: Step Heading Command 
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Figure C.9: Heading Command Bode Diagram 
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APPENDIX D 
ClOSED-LOOP PERFORMANCE OF 
DISCRETE CONTROLLER ON THE 
NONLINEAR PLANT 
The following plots chronicle the time history of the closed-loop system response 
to the commanded inputs and airmass disturbances detailed in Chapter V, Section 
E. 
,':p : m:m ' . :: 
a 20 40 60 80 100 120 
sec 
j : : .IS 1 
a 20 40 60 80 100 120 
sec 
'J5;; :; , . 'd 
a 20 40 60 eo 100 120 
sec 
Figure D.l: Inertial Velocity Time History 
·':1 ' : ~ , 1 
o m ~ W W 100 1m 
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o 20 40 60 80 100 120 
sec 
Figure D.2: Inertial Rate Time History 
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Figure D.4: Altitude and TAS Time History 
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